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abstract: This essay argues that Fernando Pessoa played a key role as a cultural

mediator between English and Portuguese modernist movements, presenting new

findings about the importance of literary and cultural magazines for his reception

of English Modernism. An examination of sources present in Pessoa 's archive, men-

tioned in his writings on modernist aesthetics and correspondence or relating to

works in his private library, shows that Pessoa was familiar with important cultural

magazines published in London in the first decade of the twentieth century. Addi-

tionally, such an examination traces Pessoa’s reception of writers, works, and move-

ments featured in English magazines from the 1910s, and analyzes his engagement

with the British avant-garde in his critical writings and literary production for Portu-

guese magazines.
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The introduction to the third volume of The Oxjord Critical and Cultural History of

Modernist Magazines, devoted to Europe, highlights “the networked exchange

across borders characterizing European Modernisms and the role ofmagazines

in articulating and mobilising these .” 1 This observation aptly describes the re-

ception ofBritish Modernism in Portugal by one ofthe key figures ofPortuguese

Modernism, Fernando Pessoa, which to a large extent relied on the mediating

role of literary and cultural magazines, and therefore can be regarded as an ex-

emplary case study of transnational exchange between European Modernisms.

This subject has not hitherto received much scholarly attention due to the scant

information about Pessoa’s sources. However, a thorough examination of Pes-

soa’s correspondence alongside new evidence that has come to light as a result

of the comprehensive mapping ofPessoa’s archive, which has generated an ex-
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panded textual and paratextual Pessoan corpus, shows that the Portuguese poet

was kept abreast ofcontemporary literary trends in Britain in the first decade of

the twentieth century largely through literary and cultural magazines. Given that

Pessoa came into contact with English literary and cultural magazines during

the crucial years of the creation of the main triad of heteronyms and of intense

cultural activity as a producer of Orpheu—the principal cultural magazine of

the first Portuguese Modernism—the scrutiny of their reception is particularly

pertinent.

Pessoa’s interest in modern artistic movements in Britain undoubtedly orig-

inates in the fact that he regarded British culture as part of his heritage, having

received a formal education in the English language while he lived in South Af-

rica, from ages seven to seventeen. After returning to Portugal at age seventeen

to proceed with his studies at the University ofLisbon in 1905,
2 he continued to

closely follow developments in the London literary scene by ordering periodi-

cals and publishers’ catalogs and buying recently published books by contem-

porary writers.
3 This was not merely to stay informed ofcontemporary aesthetic

developments and to synchronize his literary production and that of his Lisbon

coterie ofyoung writers with the European trends, but it was also with a view

to making their works known in the cosmopolitan English publishing milieu,

as attested by several letters Pessoa wrote to English publishers between 1912

and 1917. Evidence found in Pessoa’s archive shows that he was familiar with

several contemporary literary and cultural magazines, ranging from the lowbrow

Tit-Bits and middlebrow Pearson’s Weekly, T.P.’s Weekly, and Strand Magazine, to the

highbrow Athenaeum, English Review, Poetry Review, and even the avant-garde mag-

azine Blast.
4

One of Pessoa’s chief sources during this period appears to have been T.P.’s

Weekly, an inexpensive and popular literary magazine with a commendable level

ofquality, which acquainted him with significant cultural magazines such as the

Poetry Review and Blast; with the work of Yeats, Synge and Chesterton; and with

movements such as Imagism and Vorticism. 5 The absence of full issues of the

magazine in Pessoa’s archive and private library is likely due to its intrinsically

ephemeral nature, meaning that the issues would have been discarded once the

relevant information about the latest authors, works, and tendencies had been

collected. Similarly, no copies ofcontemporary monthly literary magazines have

been found in his archive or private library. Because these magazines were more

expensive, it is possible that Pessoa could have read them in a public library, as
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seems to have been the case with the Athenaeum. 6 The exception to this is Blast

(1914-1915), whose two issues Pessoa kept in his private library.
7 This suggests

that Blast had a greater impact on his literary and cultural production than did

the other magazines, which is corroborated by further evidence discussed at

length in this essay.

T.P.’s Weekly is mentioned in a letter from December 26, 1912, addressed to

the Poetry Society in London, as the source where Pessoa claims to have seen

an advertisement for the Poetry Reuiew.
8
In it, he enquires about membership in

the society and expresses an interest in receiving the magazine issues “from its

beginning” or a sample issue, in order to “obtain a nearer knowledge of such

currents as must exist in the contemporary English poetry.” 9 He adds a further

purpose, which consists of“the desire and hope to obtain a channel ofsome sort

through which to carry into some approach to internationality, the extremely

important and totally ignored movement represented, exclusively as yet, by con-

temporary Portuguese poetry.”
10

Therefore, Pessoa offers to submit “(not in any

way for publishing, but for your personal appreciation)” English poems of his

authorship representative of “the state of mind of what is high and poetic in

contemporary Portuguese souls,” which he compares to “the Elizabethan state

of mind,” echoing his claims in the articles “A nova poesia Portuguesa” (“The

New Portuguese Poetry”) published in A Acjuia in 1912.
11 This was Pessoa’s round-

about way of trying to secure publication in Poetry Reuieio; he likely boasted of

having succeeded in a contemporary letter to Mario de Sa-Carneiro that elicited

the following reply in a letter from January 7, 1913: “Alegrou-me a sua colabo-

ragao nessa revista inglesa” (I was pleased to hear ofyour contribution to that

English magazine). 12

Because Poetry Reuieio had been founded in January 1912, and the Poetry Soci-

ety had a policy of sending new subscribers the annual volume, it is likely that

Pessoa received all the issues for that year. In the annual volume, Pessoa would

have read an article by James H. Cousins, titled “William Butler Yeats: The Celtic

Lyrist,” published in the fourth issue ofthe magazine dating from April 1912, as

argued elsewhere. 13 This special issue devoted to “Modern English Poetry” in-

cluded a series ofbriefarticles under the heading “Six Living Poets,” one ofwhich

was Cousins’s piece on Yeats. The other articles were titled “Robert Bridges: The

Classical Poet,” “T. Sturge Moore: The Idyllist,” “William Watson: The Poet of

Public Affairs,” “John Masefield: The Realist in Poetry,” and “Rudyard Kipling:

The Poet of Reality.” As the titles indicate, the series sought to represent the
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different facets ofmodern English poetry based on the output ofcontemporary

poets. The coincidence between the epithets applied to these poets
—

“classical,”

“idyllist,” “realist”—and the aesthetic stances of Ricardo Reis, Alberto Caeiro,

and Alvaro de Campos raises the question of whether the typology of modern

poets outlined in Poetry Review provided a conceptual model for Pessoa’s main

heteronyms. IfPessoa received the complete volume ofthe magazine for 1912, it

would have been no earlier than January 1913 in view of his letter to the Poetry

Society dating from late December. At this time, he was, by his own admission,

experiencing a period of intense creativity, which eventually led to the concep-

tion ofthe main triad ofheteronyms.

In a letter from February 1, 1913, to his literary associate, Mario Beirao, Pes-

soa speaks ofa crisis of“over-abundance,” which resulted in “verses in English,

in Portuguese, reflections, ideas, projects.”
14

In this letter, Pessoa calls his

prolific output during this period “a whole literature,” an expression he uses in

relation to “the work ofCaeiro-Reis-Campos” in another letter from January 19,

1915 ,
to his friend, Armando Cortes-Rodrigues, suggesting that part ofthat out-

put was the incipient production of the heteronyms. 15
IfPessoa did not receive

the annual volume of the Poetry Review, the affinities between the set of articles

on contemporary English poets and the subsequent output of his heteronyms

—

comprising the modern pastoral poet Alberto Caeiro, the neoclassical lyricist

Ricardo Reis, and the singer ofmodern reality Alvaro de Campos—show that he

was attuned to contemporary trends in modern poetry outside ofPortugal, likely

through his attentive reading of literary magazines.

Another name that recurred in the pages ofT.P.’s Weekly and other magazines

throughout 1913 and 1914 was that ofEzra Pound, particularly with regard to his

involvement with Imagism. The March 1914 issue of the magazine announces

the publication ofan “Anthologie des Imagistes,” explaining that “Imagisme [. . .]

is the name given to a new school of English poetry,” expounding its chief te-

nets.
16 The June issue ofthe same year advertises a second anthology ofimagist

poetry “Des Imagistes,” which, according to the reviewer, expresses “that imagi-

native view of life peculiar to the American poet, Ezra Pound and his followers

or co-thinkers.”
17

Additionally, Pessoa would have encountered work by several

imagists in the special issue of the Egoist dedicated to Imagism (May 1915),

which he is thought to have received.
18 This would have acquainted him with the

aesthetic tenets of the “school” of Imagism, as set out by Harold Monro in the

essay “The Imagists Discussed” and with essays by Richard Aldington, editor of
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the Egoist at the time, on the poetry of Ezra Pound and F. S. Flint. The essays

in the Egoist likely led him to acquire copies of Richard Aldington’s Images and

F. S. Flint’s Cadences when they were published by the Poetry Bookshop in 1915,

and to write to Harold Monro, the proprietor ofthe Poetry Bookshop and former

editor of the Poetry Reuieio, to whom he had previously written in 1912 enquiring

about that magazine.

In the letter to Monro from May 1915, Pessoa mentions Aldington’s and

Flint’s books and unabashedly claims that “in my own language, Portuguese, I

am far more advanced than the English Imagists.” 19 He uses the term intersec-

tionist to characterize the poems in English that he claims to enclose in the let-

ter alongside his own translation into English of “Chuva obliqua” (“Slanting

Rain”), the series ofpoems published in the second issue ofOrpheu.20 He further

explains that “intersectionist is not the distinction of a school or current, like

‘futurist’ or ‘imagist,’ but a mere definition ofprocess,” claiming that his inten-

tion in those poems has been “to register, in intersection, the mental simultane-

ity ofan objective and ofa subjective image.” 21
Pessoa’s definition ofthe “inter-

sectionist” process of composition resembles Pound’s description of his own

imagist poetry in an essay titled “Vorticism,” wherein—providing as example

the hokku-like “The apparition of these faces in the crowd: / Petals, on a wet,

black bough.”—he claims that in “a poem ofthis sort one is trying to record the

precise instant when a thing outward and objective transforms itself, or darts

into a thing inward and subjective.”
22 Described in this manner, Intersectionism

and Imagism (as a style of poetry theorized by Pound) can be seen as compa-

rable poetic experiments with the binary subjectivity-objectivity in the modern

lyric.

Pessoa’s Intersectionism and Pound’s Imagism display clear analogies to

the cubist or simultaneist methods ofpainting. Pound’s goal in the essay men-

tioned earlier was to foreground the continuities between the practices of the

vorticist artists in their unique synthesis of Cubo-Futurism and the expression

ofa similar aesthetic in poetry, which he termed Imagism. Pessoa also adopted

a pictorial language inspired by Cubism to describe the Sensationist (his coin-

age) aesthetic that Intersectionism (his coinage) is said to stylistically realize, in

a fragment in English:

Every sensation (of a solid thing) is a solid body bounded by planes, which

are inner images (ofthe nature ofdreams—two-dimensioned), bounded them-
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selves by lines (which are ideas, ofone dimension only). Sensationism pretends,

taking stock ofthis real reality, to realise in art a decomposition ofreality into its psychic

geometrical elements. [. . .] What is the process to be adopted to realise sensa-

tionism? [. . .] Intersectionism realised it by attempting to realise the defor-

mation which every cubic sensation suffers by the deformation of its planes.

Now every cube has six sides: these sides, looked at from the sensationist

standpoint, are: the sensation ofthe exterior object as object, qua object; the

sensation ofthe exterior object qua sensation; the objective ideas associated to

this sensation ofan object; the subjective ideas associated to this sensation—i.e.

,

the “state ofmind” through which the object is seen at the time; the temper-

ament and fundamentally individual mental attitude of the observer; the ab-

stract consciousness behind that individual temperament.23

This passage shows that Pessoa was knowledgeable about the European vi-

sual avant-gardes, resorting to the cubist terminology ofgeometrical decompo-

sition. This is corroborated by his correspondence from 1912 through 1915 with

Sa-Carneiro, who kept him informed on the latest artistic developments in Paris

and sent him magazines and exhibition catalogs. Indeed, Cubism features re-

peatedly in their letters, as in Sa-Carneiro’s letter from March 16, 1913, in which

he claims to be impressed with his friend’s knowledge about Cubism, which

encompassed the work ofAmadeo de Sousa Cardoso. 24 Pessoa also read with

interest the vorticists’ critique of contemporary artistic movements in Blast,

judging from the fact that he marked and underlined passages on Futurism,

Cubism, and Expressionism in his copies of the first and second issues of the

magazine, especially in Wyndham Lewis’s “A Review of Modern Art” (Blast 2,

40-44). See the first two figures that follow.

Pessoa most likely encountered references to Blast and Vorticism in T.P.’s

Weekly (or possibly the Poetry Review). The June 1914 issue announces the launch

of the new magazine thus:

This week Mr. Wyndham Lewis commences to “blast” the Futurists. [. . .] on

Thursday, “Blast,” a new illustrated quarterly, edited by Mr. Lewis and pub-

lished my Mr. John Lane [. . .] appeared. “It is the Manifesto ofthe Vorticists,”

I am told. Surely the correct name for their organ should be “Whirlpool.”

“The English Parallel Movement to Cubism and Expressionism. Imagism in

poetry. Death Blow to Impressionism and Futurism and all the Refuse ofNaif

Science.” The capitals are placed by Vorticists and reproduced by the printers.
25
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This excerpt highlights two important characteristics ofBlast: first, its status

as an avant-garde magazine, evident both in its iconoclasm and in its typo-

graphical innovation; second, its antagonistic relationship to Futurism, in an

effort by London-based artists and writers to dissociate themselves from the “fu-

turist” label applied to avant-garde artists and movements to develop a home-

grown aesthetic.

Pessoa would have been interested in a magazine that sought to agitate the

English literary establishment and counter the dominance of international Fu-

turism, especially because at that time, he and Sa-Carneiro were planning to

launch a literary magazine that sought to produce an equally strong and original

impact on the Portuguese literary scene. Discussing the nature of the magazine

in a letter to Pessoa from May 14, 1913, Sa-Carneiro states, “A sua ideia sobre

a revista entusiasma-me simplesmente. E, nas condigoes que indica, perfeita-

mente realizavel materialmente, disso mesmo me responsabilizo. Claro que

nao sera uma revista perduravel. Mas para marcar e agitar basta fazer sair uma

meia diizia de numeros.” (I am simply thrilled with your idea for a magazine.

In the terms you describe, it is perfectly feasible materially; I’ll take full respon-

sibility for it. Of course it won’t be a lasting magazine. But to make a mark and

agitate we only need half a dozen issues.)
26 The fact that Blast sought and

achieved this very effect on the English readership, as gathered from contempo-

rary reviews in T.P’s Weekly, might explain why Pessoa acquired the two issues of

the English magazine.

The first issue ofOrpheu (March 1915) was jointly edited by Pessoa and Sa-Car-

neiro, although it listed as directors and representatives in Portugal and Brazil

respectively Lufs de Montalvor and Ronald Carvalho, who had idealized the

launch ofa Luso-Brazilian magazine in partnership with the Lisbon duo and who

had suggested its name.27 This issue had a predominantly post-symbolist qual-

ity epitomized by its cover, which was echoed by most of its content, with the

exception of“Ode triunfal” (“Triumphal Ode”) by Pessoa’s heteronym Alvaro de

Campos. Flowever, the second issue ofOrpheu (June 1915) displays striking par-

allels with the first issue ofBlast in terms oflayout, iconography, and content. If

Pessoa acquired his copy ofBlast 1 following the magazine’s publication in June

1914 or in early 1915, it is possible that the English magazine could have influ-

enced certain aspects ofthe second issue ofOrpheu, largely produced by Pessoa.

Although no precise date ofpurchase of the two issues of the magazine has

been determined, Pessoa mentioned it to his fellow editor of Orpheu, who had
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returned to Paris in July 1915. In a letter from August 10, 1915, Sa-Carneiro al-

ludes to a comment in Pessoa’s letter from August 6 about “uma revista inglesa

[. . .] quase do tamanho duma mesa” (an English magazine [. . .] almost the

size ofa table), which is an unmistakable reference to Blast.
28 Because Pessoa’s

letters to Sa-Carneiro have been lost, it is impossible to know what else he said

about the English magazine, apart from the remark on its size that caught his

friend’s attention. However, the fact that Pessoa mentioned Blast in the same

letter in which he discussed the second issue ofOrpheu with his friend indicates

that he had established some form of connection between the two magazines.

In the same letter, Sa-Carneiro congratulates Pessoa for the type of paper and

of lettering that he chose for Orpheu 2, which he describes as “tao Alvaro de

Campos e, ao mesmo tempo, tao inglesa?” (so Alvaro de Campos and, at the

same time, so English?).
29 He asks where Pessoa had sourced them and had the

magazine issues printed, which proves that Pessoa had complete editorial con-

trol over those aspects of production. 30 Sa-Carneiro’s remark also shows that

the link Pessoa had established between Orpheu and Blast was probably related

to typographic features, which was one of the most distinctive features of the

English magazine. Indeed, the block capital letters in bold and the number on

the front cover ofOrpheu 2 resemble somewhat the block letters on the cover of

the first issue of Blast and the numbers in bold that appear in the first vorticist

manifesto. The block letters resurface in Sa-Carneiro’s “Manucure,” a poem

that displays a variety of types and sizes that likely elicited his congratulatory

remark on Pessoa’s editorial choices.

Another significant innovation of the second issue of Orpheu was the intro-

duction of reproductions of cubo-futurist paintings by the Portuguese painter

Santa Rita Pintor, rather like the reproductions ofvorticist paintings, etchings,

drawings, and sculptures in Blast, which also denote the combined influence of

Futurism and Cubism. According to Reed Dasenbrock, “Blastfrom the first was

thought of as a magazine involved with both literature and the visual arts.”
31

Jose de Almada Negreiros, one ofthe contributors to Orpheu and a leading writer

and visual artist ofthe first Portuguese Modernism, ascribes a similar goal to the

Portuguese magazine, claiming that it “era ja o resultado da convergence da

literatura e da pintura” (it was already the result of a convergence of literature

and painting).
32

However, the parallels between the British and the Portuguese magazines are

not restricted to formal and iconographic aspects, but also encompass their lit-
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erary content. Despite being primarily a poetry magazine, Orpheu also included

other types of texts, such as Pessoa’s static drama 0 Marinheiro (The Sailor) and

Almada Negreiros’s poetic prose “Frisos” (“Friezes”) in the first issue, and Raul

Leal’s short story “Atelier” in the second one, recalling the textual diversity of

Blast that comprised poems, a play, prose fiction, and reviews. What is conspic-

uously missing in the two issues ofOrpheu is a manifesto, and this absence is one

reservation posited by some critics to considering it an avant-garde magazine,

because it lacked the interventionist element characteristic ofthis type ofpubli-

cation. 33 However, the extreme reaction that Orpheu elicited from the Portuguese

press and general public, ranging from disapproval to outright slander, attained

the “slap in the face of public taste” effect of the avant-garde magazine while

stridently announcing the birth ofPortuguese Modernism.

Margarida Pereira ascribes a greater aesthetic aggressiveness to the second

issue ofOrpheu, epitomized by Santa Rita Pintor’s paintings, Sa-Carneiro’s futur-

ist “Manucure,” Campos’s Ode maritima, and Pessoa’s intersectionist “Chuva

oblfqua.” 34 Although this increased aggressiveness undoubtedly derived from

the extreme public reaction to the first issue of the magazine, it could also have

been inspired by the notoriously combative rhetoric of the first issue of Blast, if

Pessoa acquired the magazine before the publication of Orpheu 2. That a more

aggressive posture was intended is corroborated by the fact that the editorial

pages of Orpheu 2 announce a “Manifesto of the New Literature” in the third

issue of the magazine, a likely reference to Alvaro de Campos’s “Ultimatum”

planned for this issue—which was never published due to lack of funds—and

published several years later in Portugal Futurista (1917).

Although Orpheu did not adopt as aggressive a rhetoric as Blast, the Portu-

guese magazine shared with Blast a common goal oflaunching a national artis-

tic movement as a reaction to international Futurism. In his study ofthe English

avant-garde movement, Dasenbrock claims that “the impetus behind the cre-

ation of Vorticism was largely Lewis’ need to find a distinctive term for his art

as opposed to that of Cubism and Futurism.” 35 However, as Dasenbrock notes,

“planned and announced before the birth of Vorticism, Blast was initially an-

nounced as a ‘Discussion ofCubism, Futurism, Imagism and all Vital Forms of

Modern Art’” in the advertisement that appeared in the Egoist on April 15, 1914,

and “[o]nly in May or June 1914 did Pound and Lewis come up with that new

word, Vorticism, to describe their own art in contra-distinction to other isms of

modern art, Cubism, Futurism, Expressionism, and Imagism.” 36
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Virtually around the same time, Pessoa was himself in search ofa distinctive

term to describe the multifaceted poetry he was writing and the Portuguese ar-

tistic movement he was about to found through the launch ofa new magazine.

Pessoa eventually called this movement Sensationism, with Orpheu as the mouth-

piece of the Portuguese Sensationist Movement. In her study of Sensationism

and Vorticism, Pereira argues that “the way in which both aesthetics struggle for

an originality that reflects the national element from which they arise” could be

due to “a possible influence ofVorticism, ofwhich Pessoa was aware, over Sen-

sationism,” though her study is inconclusive due to lack ofevidence. 37 Access to

the issues of Blast that had been in the possession ofPessoa’s heirs, made pos-

sible through their recent digitization as part of the project to catalog Pessoa’s

private library, has revealed new evidence in support of this hypothesis. 38

The focus ofanalysis will be restricted to the first issue of Blast (1914), which

preceded both issues ofOrpheu, and will center on the contribution to the second

issue of Orpheu by the heteronym Alvaro de Campos, the greatest exponent of

Sensationism in Pessoa’s coterie ofpoets, who coined its key tenet, “Sentir tudo

de todas as maneiras” (“To feel everything in every way”). 39 The comparative

examination of the first issue of Blast and Campos’s Ode mantima (Maritime

Ode), published in Orpheu 2, suggests that the two manifestos written by Lewis

with Pound’s collaboration could have provided the inspiration for Campos’s

poem. Adopting the “blast” and “bless” structure of Apollinaire’s “Futurist

Anti-Tradition Manifesto” published in Lacerba, Manifesto-I blesses England

“for its ships,” “seafarers,” and “ports” in point 1 ofthe section titled “Bless.”
40

Similarly, Manifesto-II states that “the English character is based on the Sea,”

which endows it with its “particular qualities and characteristics,” in para-

graphs 6 through 8 of the third part, which were marked by reading signs in

Pessoa’s copy ofthe magazine (see figure that follows).
41

Thus, it would appear that, in Ode mantima, Campos takes these statements

as a starting point to revisit and revise the maritime cultural imaginary, emu-

lating the tradition of the heroic poem by adopting the triadic structure of the

Pindaric ode. The poem begins on a pier by the river Tagus, where the speaker

observes the movement ofships at the port ofLisbon and meditates on the psy-

chic and metaphysical implications ofsea travel in what constitutes the first sec-

tion of the poem, corresponding to the strophe in the Pindaric ode.

The speaker’s invocation to “nautical things” for poetic inspiration soon

launches him on a reverie through “[a]s epocas marftimas todas sentidas no



will be always actual, and springs of Creation

for these two peoples.

The English Character is based on the Sea.

The particular qualities and characteristics that

the sea always engenders in men are those

that are, among the many diagnostics of our

race, the most fundamentally English.
IS

i] That unexpected universality as well, found in

the completest English artists, is due to this. /

/

Pessoa’s reader's marks of section of Manifesto- 1 1 on

the English and the sea in his copy of Blast i
(35 ).
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passado” (every seafaring age there ever was),
42 which constitutes the second

and longer section of the poem, corresponding to the antistrophe in the Pin-

daric ode:

Homens do mar actual! homens do mar passado!

Comissarios de bordo! escravos das gales! combatentes de Lepanto!

Piratas do tempo de Roma! Navegadores da Grecia!

Femcios! Cartagineses! Portugueses [. . .]

(Men oftoday’s ocean! Men ofyesterday’s ocean!

Pursers! Galley slaves! Combatants at Lepanto!

Pirates from Roman times! Mariners from Greece!

Phoenicians! Carthaginians! Portuguese [. . .])
43

Despite the array ofpast maritime ages evoked in these verses, the prevalent

:

cultural references associated with this maritime imagery belong to the English

literary heritage. Hence, the speaker’s guide to “the ancient sea life” is an Eng-

lish sailor:

Tu, marinheiro ingles, Jim Barns meu amigo, foste tu

Que me ensinaste esse grito antiqufssimo, ingles,

Que tao venenosamente resume

Para as almas complexas como a minha

A voz inedita e implfcita de todas as cousas do mar,

Dos naufragios, das viagens longinquas, das travessias perigosas.

Esse teu grito ingles, tornado universal no meu sangue, [. . .]

(Fingias sempre que era por uma escuna que chamavas,

E dizias assim, pondo uma mao de cada lado da boca,

Fazendo porta-voz das grandes maos cortidas e escuras:

Ah6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-o—yyyy . . .

Schooner aho-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6—yyyy . . .)

(It was you, Jim Barnes, English sailor and my friend,

Who taught me that ancient English cry

Which so virulently sums up

For complex souls like mine

The confused call of the waters,

The uncanny, implicit voice ofall maritime things,
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Ofshipwrecks, oflong voyages, ofdangerous crossings.

That English cry ofyours, which in my blood becomes universal, [. . .]

[You always pretend to be calling a schooner,

Cupping your large, dark and weathered hands

On the sides ofyour mouth to make a megaphone, crying:

Aho-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—yyyy . . .

Schooner aho-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—yyyy . . .])
44

The sailor’s name was possibly inspired by characters from short stories in

W. W. Jacobs’s Sailors’ Knots (1909).
45 The traditional English nautical call of

mariners is evoked, as is the dying song of Captain Flint, the notorious pirate

from Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island (1883):

E estala em mim, feroz, voraz,

A cangao do Grande Pirata,

A morte berrada do Grande Pirata a cantar

Ate meter pavor plas espinhas dos seus homens abaixo.

La da re a morrer, e a berrar, a cantar:

Fifteen men on the Dead Man’s Chest.

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

E depois a gritar, numa voz ja irreal, a estoirar no ar:

Darby M’Graw-aw-aw-aw-aw!

Darby M’Graw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw!

Fetch a-a-aft the ru-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-um, Darby!

(And from deep within booms the savage and insatiable

Song of the Great Pirate,

The bellowing death of the Great Pirate,

Whose singing sends a chill down the spine of his men.

Astern he dies, howling his song:

Fifteen men on the Dead Man’s Chest.

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle ofrum!

And then yells in a blasting, unreal voice:

Darby M’Graw-aw-aw-aw-aw!

Darby M’Graw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw-aw!

Fetch a-a-aft the ru-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-u-um, Darby!)46
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The savage epithet that Campos ascribes to the song of the Great Pirate, and

which is signaled by the onomatopoeic freedom of the lines conveying the lyr-

ics, encapsulates the condition to which Campos aspires, echoing the vorticist

tenet that “the artist of the modern movement is a savage,” expounded in para-

graph 9 ofthe second section ofManifesto-II.47 This praise expands into a long

hymn celebrating the violent exploits ofthe pirates and their fearless and feared

domination of the sea in an emotional crescendo that functions as a climax to

the second section of the ode.

By claiming that the sailor’s English cry has become universal in his blood in

the first excerpt (emphasized line), the speaker identifies universality as a col-

lective character trait belonging to the Portuguese race, metonymically encapsu-

lated in the epithet “my blood.” In doing so, Campos counters the vorticists’

claim that the “universality” ofEnglish artists is due to the fact that the “English

Character is based on the Sea” in the sections of Manifesto-II mentioned ear-

lier, highlighted by Pessoa in his copy ofthe magazine. Campos’s appropriation

and subversion ofa key vorticist principle can be seen as a historical revisionist

gesture that reclaims cultural hegemony of the sea and all things maritime for

the Portuguese, collectively represented by the speaker of the poem, who fash-

ions himselfas a modern Camoes and sings the illustrious Lusitanian maritime

past in the lines “Portugueses atirados de Sagres / Para a aventura indefinida,

para o Mar Absoluto, para realizar o Impossivel!” (“Portuguese launched from

Sagres / Into an uncertain adventure, onto the Absolute Sea, to achieve the

Impossible!”).48

Possibly taking the cue from the vorticists, in a text in English drafted as a

preface to an “Anthology ofSensationist Poets” (1916), Campos claims that “the

Portuguese temperament is universal” and that “[t]he Portuguese Sensationists

are original and interesting because, being strictly Portuguese, they are cosmo-

politan and universal.”
49 However, he highlights the cosmopolitanism of the

Portuguese sensationists seemingly by contrast to the vorticists, who define their

aesthetic as “native art” in the fifth part of Manifesto-II. 50 Their claim that this

indigenous “ENGLISH art” is an instance of “Northern Art” and, therefore, is

opposed to that practiced by “the Romance peoples” of the “South” betrays a

nationalist and regionalist bias,
51

to which Campos opposes the “temperamen-

tal nonregionalism” of the Portuguese, which, in his view, warrants the origi-

nality ofthe Portuguese Sensationists. 52
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to believe that It is necessary for or conducive

to art, to “improve" life, for Instance—make
architecture, dress, ornament, in "better

taste," is absurd.

3 The Art-instinct is permanently primitive.

3 In a chaos of imperfection, discord, etc., It finds

the same stimulus as in Nature.

9 The artist of the modern movement is a savage

(in no sense an “advanced,” perfected, demo-

cratic, Futurist Individual of Mr. Marinetti’s

limited imagination) : this enormous, Jangling,

journalistic, fairy desert of modern life serves

him as Nature did more technically primitive

man.

lo| As the steppes and the rigours of the Russian

winter, when the peasant has to lie for weeks

In his hut, produces that extraordinary aouity

of feeling and intelligence we associate with

the Slav; so England is just now the most

favourable country for the appearance of a

great art.

m

Pessoa's'reader’s marks of section of Manifesto- 1 1 on

the modern artist as “savage,” Blast i (33).
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On the other hand, in other texts from Blast that are not as concerned as the

i

manifestos with distinguishing Vorticism from other contemporary movements

i such as Futurism, the nationalist claims become more ambivalent, as in Lewis’s

observation that “the universal artist, in fact, is in the exactest sense national.

He gathers into one all the types of humanity at large that each country con-

tains” in “The Art of the Great Race.” 53 This turn ofphrase calls to mind Cam-

pos’s articulation of the sensationist desire for ubiquity encapsulated in the

closing line of“Ode triunfal” (“Triumphal Ode”): “Ah nao ser eu toda a gente e

toda a parte!” (“Ah if only I could be all people and all places!”).
54 The cosmo-

politanism celebrated in this line and throughout the whole poem is further re-

inforced by the fact that Campos places its composition in London and dates it

June 1914, coinciding with the place and date ofpublication ofBlast, thus paying

homage to his Anglophone aesthetic affiliations.

Awoken from his reverie by the cry of the English sailor, the speaker finds

himself once again on the pier and in present-day reality. In the third section

of the poem, corresponding to the epode of the Pindaric ode, he meditates on

modern maritime life, describing it as sanitized, healthy, and efficient by con-

trast to the savagery ofthe past. Still, he claims, not without irony,

Nada perdeu a poesia. E agora ha mais as maquinas

Com a sua poesia tambem, e todo o novo genero de vida

Comercial, mundana, intelectual, sentimental,

Que a era das maquinas veio trazer para as almas.

(Nothing has lost its poetry.

And now there are also machines

With their poetry, and this entirely new kind of life,

This commercial, worldly, intellectual and sentimental life

Which the machine age has conferred on our souls.)
55

This section ofthe poem denotes the influence of the futurist cult ofthe ma-

chine. However, Campos praises not only their beauty, like “The Founding and

Manifesto of Futurism” (1909), but also the efficiency of the ships and of their

machine parts:

Todas as pegas das maquinas, todos os navios pelos mares, [. . .]

Tao maravilhosamente combinando-se
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Que corre tudo como se fosse por leis naturais,

Nenhuma cousa esbarrando com outra!

(All the machine parts, all oceangoing vessels, [. . .]

So perfectly integrated

That everything seems to happen by natural laws

Nothing ever colliding with anything else !)
56

By juxtaposing the commercial efficiency of modern ships with ancient

maritime epics such as Homer’s Odyssey, the speaker contrasts the new values

associated with capitalist modernity to the old world order, which he had so

nostalgically evoked in the preceding section. His praise ofthe efficiency ofthe

machines in modern ships resembles the importance ascribed to machine-like

efficiency by the vorticists. In “A Review ofContemporary Art,” Lewis criticizes

Picasso’s structures for not being “energetic” (a comment that Pessoa high-

lighted in his copy ofthe magazine), claiming that “in our time it is natural that

an artist should wish to endow his ‘bonhomme’ when he makes one in the grip

of an heroic emotion, with something of the fatality, grandeur and efficiency

of the machine .” 57 Lewis is here evoking a drawing he had published in the

first issue ofBlast, titled “Timon ofAthens,” which consists ofa graphic repre-

sentation of Lewis’s remarks in its depiction of the homonymous character

from Shakespeare’s tragedy.

58
Similarly, in his manifesto, Pound defines the

uortex as “the point ofmaximum energy,” which “represents, in mechanics, the

greatest efficiency,” underscoring the technical quality of his acceptation of

the term .

59

Accordingly, whereas the self-induced depersonalizing reverie in the second

part ofOde maritima leads the speaker to experience the sailors’ heroism and the

pirates’ savagery, in the alert state of the final section, he describes his feelings

as “naturais e comedidos como gentlemen, /[...] praticos, longe de desvaira-

mentos” (“natural and discreet like gentlemen, /[...] practical and free ofhys-

teria”).
60 These emotions are more in accordance with the temperament and

mindset of his regular self: “Eu o engenheiro, eu o civilizado, eu o educado no

estrangeiro” (“I the engineer and sophisticate who studied abroad ”).
61

Signifi-

cantly, Pessoa’s choice, in fictional biographical notes, to depict Alvaro de Cam-

pos as a naval engineer educated in Glasgow might have something to do with

the vorticists’ claim, in Manifesto-II ofthe first issue ofBlast, that industrialized

England was the bedrock of “the Modern World” and that it could convey “the
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new possibilities of expression in present life” better than any other European

nation.
62

“Ode triunfal,” published in Orpheu i, is often considered the instance of

reception of Futurism by Campos, whereby the heteronym dialogues with a

major European avant-garde movement, and reconfigures its underlying princi-

ple of celebration of modernity and the machine in the context of his own aes-

thetic concerns. Campos himself, who publicly claims that he is not a futurist in

a letter to Didrio de Noticias from June 4, 1915, concedes that “A minha ‘Ode

Triunfal,’ no i° numero do Orpheu, e a unica coisa que se aproxima do futurismo.

Mas aproxima-se pelo assunto que me inspirou, nao pela realizagao” (“My ‘Tri-

umphal Ode’ is the only thing that comes close to Futurism, though it does so

for its object ofinspiration, not for its execution”). 63
In turn, Ode maritima, pub-

lished in Orpheu 2, would be more accurately described as Campos’s dialogue

with Vorticism, an avant-garde movement that emerged as a local response to

international Futurism in Britain.

The scrutiny ofBlast and Orpheu undertaken in this essay has revealed illumi-

nating parallels between the English and the Portuguese modernist magazines,

which shed light on the potential impact of Vorticism on the First Portuguese

Modernism. These points of contact are particularly salient in Pessoa’s self-

fashioned Sensationism, which informs both the content and structure of the

second issue ofOrpheu. Judging from Pessoa’s reading marks, he became aware

ofclose affinities between the vorticist principles proposed in Blast and his own

aesthetic tendencies and, therefore, could have incorporated some ofthem into

his theorization of Sensationism and his poetic practice. This would have been

in accordance with the syncretism underlying “[t]he sensationist movement

(represented by the Lisbon quarterly ‘Orpheu’) [which] represents the final syn-

thesis. It gathers into one organic whole [. . .] the several threads of modern

movements, extracting honey from all the flowers that have blossomed in the

gardens ofEuropean fancy.”
64

Aside from Pessoa’s productive and highly original dialogue with Vorticism,

this essay has also established significant parallels between Pessoa’s aesthetic

theories and poetic practices and those ofimportant contemporary movements

such as Imagism and figures such as Ezra Pound. Most significantly, it has un-

derscored the importance of cultural magazines as a resource for Pessoa, and

the key role they played in his reception of British Modernism and, through his

mediation, its reception in Portugal. This exercise was particularly fruitful in
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light ofthe fact that Pessoa was the leading figure ofthe first generation ofPor-

tuguese modernists and was involved, as managing editor or major contributor,

in the production ofseveral Portuguese magazines from that generation, having

also produced a substantial and significant aesthetic discourse on Portuguese

Modernism. All this makes him a major cultural agent in Portugal in the first

decades of the twentieth century, as well as a disseminator of modern British

artistic culture in a country whose knowledge and contact in that respect was

extremely limited. The elements Pessoa gleaned from these cultural magazines

circulated among the Orpheu circle and inspired the creative production of sev-

eral of his contemporaries. Indeed, the mapping ofPessoa’s reception and dis-

semination of British Modernism undertaken in this article, and the compara-

tive exploratory readings carried out, incite further reappraisals of his own

works and those of other figures of the first generation ofPortuguese modern-

ists in light ofthe new findings.
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